
Di�erence in di�erences
Di�erence-in-di�erences (DID) estimation is one 
of the most popular methods for causal inference. 
Stata’s didregress and xtdidregress commands 
fit DID and triple di�erence (DDD) models for 
repeated cross-sectional and panel data. DID and 
DDD models control for unobserved group and 
time fixed e�ects to consistently estimate the 
average treatment e�ect on the treated (ATET).  

Key assumptions of the models can be tested and 
graphically displayed via the estat trendplot, estat 
ptrends, and estat granger commands.

For estimation of ATETs that vary across time and 
treatment cohorts, you can use Stata’s new 
hdidregress and xthdidregress commands. 

We want to study the e�ect of a new hospital admissions 
procedure on patient satisfaction using monthly data on 
patients before and a�er the new procedure was 
implemented by some hospitals.

. didregress (satis) (procedure),
group(hospital) time(month)

The ATET of procedure on satisfaction was 0.85, accounting 
for hospital and month fixed e�ects. The 95% CI does not 
include 0.

If our data were panel, tell Stata using xtset and type

. xtdidregress (satis) (procedure),
group(hospital) time(month)

• DID and DDD models for ATET estimation:
– Repeated cross-sectional data
– Panel data

• Donald and Lang’s aggregation method

• Wild bootstrap p-values and confidence intervals

• Bell and McCa�rey’s degrees-of-freedom
adjustment for bias-corrected standard errors

• Mean-outcome and pretreatment parallel-trends
graphical diagnostics

• Granger-type and pretreatment parallel-trends tests

• Heterogeneous DID models New

• Bacon decomposition to assess treatment-e�ect

heterogeneity New

Fit a DID model and estimate ATET
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To fit a DDD model, just add another variable to the group() 
option, and define the new treated observations.

. didregress (satis) (new_treated),
group(hospital another_group)
time(month)

If units are treated at di�erent times, the ATET might change 
for each treatment cohort. If so, DID estimates are 
inconsistent.

We can inspect ATET heterogeneity a�er didregress and 
xtdidregress using Bacon decomposition by typing

. estat bdecomp

And we can display the results in a graph by typing

. estat bdecomp, graph

It is common to have few groups. In these scenarios, 
cluster–robust standard errors are unreliable. For such cases, 
we can use alternative methods to compute standard errors.

We can use HC2 bias-adjusted clustered standard errors by 
adding the vce(hc2) option.

. didregress (satis) (procedure),
group(hostpital) time(month) vce(hc2)

We can use the Donald and Lang aggregation method by 
using the aggregate(dlang) option.

. didregress (satis) (procedure),
group(hospital) time(month)
aggregate(dlang)

Wild cluster bootstrap p-values and confidence intervals are 
also available. As with all bootstrap methods, we need to set 
a seed to make results replicable.

. didregress (satis) (procedure),
group(hospital) time(month)
wildbootstrap(rseed(123))

Graphical diagnostics

Test for pretreatment parallel trends

Granger causality test

Our DID model assumes that the trends of satis for the 
control and treatment groups are parallel prior to the 
implementation of the new procedure. We can obtain a 
diagnostic of this assumption using estat trendplot.

Compute appropriate standard errors

DDD models

Testing for treatment heterogeneity when 
treatment time varies

We can complement our graphical diagnostic with a formal 
statistical test using estat ptrends.

Thus, the null hypothesis of pretreatment parallel trends is 
not rejected.

Our DID model also assumes that the treatment and control 
groups do not change their behavior in anticipation of the 
treatment. To test this hypothesis, we can implement a 
Granger causality test using estat granger. 

The null hypothesis of no behavior change in anticipation of 
treatment is not rejected.

A graphical diagnostic is also available using
estat grangerplot.



We would like to know whether a school district program, 
Healthy Habits, has an e�ect on students' body mass index 
(BMI). Our data are at the school district level and include 
information on whether a school participates in the program 
and the BMI of students. We have repeated samples of 
students from 40 school districts from 2013 to 2020.

We use the aipw estimator to model both the outcome and 
the treatment. We use the number of parks in the district to 
model treatment and the mother’s education to model the 
outcome. 

 . hdidregress aipw (bmi medu) (hhabit parksd)
group(schools) time(year)

The AIPW estimator is doubly robust, meaning that, even 
when the treatment model or the outcome model (but not 
both) is misspecified, the estimates are still consistent.

Treatment-e�ect heterogeneity is evident in the results. ATET 
estimates vary across cohort and time combinations.

• Estimation of the ATET for each cohort and period
– Repeated cross-sectional data
– Panel data

• Aggregation of ATETs over
– Cohort
– Period
– Exposure to treatment

• Plots and tests of treatment-e�ect heterogeneity

• Simultaneous confidence intervals

• Four estimators
– Regression adjustment (RA)
– Inverse-probability weighting (IPW)
– Augmented inverse-probability weighting (AIPW)
– Two-way fixed-e�ects regression (TWFE)

• Test of pretreatment parallel trends

Fit a model with heterogeneous treatment e�ects

Heterogeneous DID estimates ATETs when 
treatment e�ects change over time and are 
di�erent across cohorts. Use Stata’s new 
hdidregress and xthdidregress commands to 
estimate ATETs for each cohort and time period 
with repeated cross-sectional data and panel data. 20
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It is di�cult to see the trends in ATETs just by looking at all 
the ATETs estimates. We can use estat atetplot to visualize 
the time profile of ATETs for each cohort. We specify the sci 
option to show the simultaneous confidence bands that 
cover the true values of ATETs across all the cohorts and 
times with the predefined probability level.

. estat atetplot, sci

If we want to summarize ATETs within time, we specify the 
time option with estat aggregation.

. estat aggregation, time graph

Finally, if we want to summarize ATETs within di�erent lengths 
of exposure to treatment, we specify option dynamic.

. estat aggregation, dynamic graph

Visualizing ATETs for each cohort

A�er fi�ing the model, we can use estat aggregation to 
aggregate the ATETs within cohort, time, or exposure to 
treatment. For example, we use estat aggregation, cohort 
to summarize the ATETs within each cohort.

. estat aggregation, cohort graph

Aggregating ATETs


